INTRODUCTION {#S5}
============

In the United States, more than one third of the population is obese.^[@R1]^ Epidemiological studies have tracked prevalence rates of obesity based on various stratifications, including sex-related differences.^[@R2]^ Compared to adult males, females have the highest incidence rates of morbid obesity,^[@R3]^ and have different eating behaviors such as emotional eating or overeating under stress.^[@R4]^ However in the past 10 years, obesity rates in males have increased exponentially faster compared to females and have now reached almost the same rates as females.^[@R5]^ The reasons for these sex-related differences in obesity rates are incompletely understood, but may involve sex-related differences associated with altered ingestive behavior.

Obesity is a multifactorial disorder that affects several organs including the brain.^[@R6]^ Obesity contributes to alterations in metabolism and neural activity in brain networks involved in the processing of rewarding stimuli and modulation of food-seeking behavior,^[@R7],\ [@R8]^ inhibitory control,^[@R9]^ interoceptive and sensory awareness,^[@R10]--[@R12]^ and integrating salient information to make decisions regarding food intake.^[@R13]--[@R15]^ The "reward model" suggests that repeated exposure to palatable food cues, results in alterations in the responsiveness of reward, salience, and sensorimotor regions, leading to eating behaviors that override homeostatic needs, and cause overeating and obesity.^[@R8],\ [@R11],\ [@R15],\ [@R16]^ Differences in brain activity between obese and non-obese subjects in the brain's function during tasks and/or resting state,^[@R13],\ [@R17]--[@R19]^ gray-matter morphometry,^[@R10],\ [@R20],\ [@R21]^ and white-matter properties^[@R10],\ [@R22]--[@R25]^ have been identified. Classification algorithms based on white-matter connectivity have classified individuals with high body mass index (BMI) from normal BMI with 97% accuracy related to differences in the reward network and associated salience and sensorimotor networks,^[@R10]^ emphasizing the involvement of the brain in obesity.

Neuroimaging studies offer a powerful tool to examine sex differences in the reward and homeostatic brain systems involved in obesity.^[@R14],\ [@R26]^ Studies have shown that females with obesity demonstrate higher resting state activity in reward and salience regions,^[@R27]^ greater responses to taste and olfactory stimuli in the insula,^[@R28]^ and greater responses to high energy food cues in the caudate (reward).^[@R29]^ Men with obesity show increased resting-state activity in the putamen (reward).^[@R30]^ However, since the primary motor and somatosensory cortex project directly to the putamen^[@R8],\ [@R31]--[@R33]^ suggests that alterations in regions of the sensorimotor network may also be involved in the underlying pathophysiology associated with obesity in males. Despite the growing understanding of the involvement of the brain in obesity and the associated obesity-related sex differences, the majority of studies have focused on the description of differences in individual brain regions, and a deeper understanding of the underlying properties and architecture of key brain networks in obesity is lacking.

Network analysis based on graph theory allows for the characterization of the role of brain regions and their connections in the integrity and information flow of brain networks.^[@R34]--[@R36]^ Measures of *centrality* are the most common measures of global connectedness identifying brain regions that are most likely to participate in integrative processing and associated behavioral responses.^[@R34]--[@R36]^

The study aimed to investigate BMI and sex-related differences on anatomical centrality measures of reward, salience and sensorimotor networks by addressing the following hypotheses: 1. Greater BMI is associated with greater centrality of core regions of the reward and salience networks. 2. Measures of centrality of network regions show sex-related differences, with greater sensitivity in reward and salience regions in females, and in sensorimotor regions in males.

METHODS {#S6}
=======

Study Participants {#S7}
------------------

The sample was comprised of 124 right-handed volunteers (61 males and 63 females), with the absence of significant medical or psychiatric conditions. Subjects were excluded for the following: pregnant or lactating, substance abuse, abdominal surgery, tobacco dependence (\>half a pack or more daily), extreme strenuous exercise (\>8hrs of continuous exercise per week), current or past psychiatric illness, and major medical or neurological conditions. Subjects taking medications that interfere with the central nervous system or regular use of analgesic drugs were excluded. Since female sex hormones such as estrogen are known to effect brain structure and function, we used women who were premenopausal and who were scanned during the follicular phase of their menstrual cycles as determined by self-report of their last day of the cycle.

Subjects with hypertension, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, or eating disorders were excluded to minimize confounding effects. We used BMI cutoffs to define our groups: BMI\<25 consisted of lean individuals (normal BMI group), and BMI≥25 consisted of obese or overweight individuals (high BMI group). These two groups were further divided by sex for a total of four groups (Males with normal BMI, Females with normal BMI, Males with high BMI, Females with high BMI). No subjects exceeded 400lbs due to MRI scanning weight limits.

All procedures complied with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the Institutional Review Board at UCLA's Office of Protection for Research Subjects. All subjects provided written informed consent.

Behavioral Measures {#S8}
-------------------

Somatization was assessed using the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ), which is a 15-item self administered scale.^[@R37]^ The PHQ-15 comprises of 15 somatic symptoms and each symptom is scored from 0 ("not bothered at all") to 2 ("bothered a lot"), and scores of 5, 10, and 15 represent cutoff points of mild, medium or high somatic symptom severity scores. The PHQ-15 has good psychometric properties, with an internal consistency α=0.80.^[@R37]^ The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), a 10-item scale was used to measure stressful demands on a situation, indicating that demands exceed ability to cope.^[@R38]^ The questions are based on subjects reporting the frequency of their feelings to each question, which are scored on a scale of 0 (Never) to 4 (Very Often).^[@R38]^

MRI Acquisition {#S9}
---------------

A 3.0T Siemens Trio scanner was used to perform whole brain structural, and diffusion tensor (DTI) magnetic resonance imaging. Noise reducing headphones were used.

### Structural gray-matter {#S10}

A high resolution structural image was obtained from each subject using a magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo sequence, repetition time=2200ms, echo time=3.26ms, structural acquisition time=5m 12s, slice thickness=1mm, 176 slices, 256\*256 voxel matrix, 1mm voxel size.

### Anatomical connectivity (DTI) {#S11}

Diffusion-weighted MRIs (DWIs) were acquired according to two comparable acquisition protocols, in either 61 or 64 noncolinear directions with b=1000s/mm^2^, with 8 or 1 b=0s/mm^2^ images respectively, TR=9400ms, TE=83ms, and field of view (FOV)=256mm with an acquisition matrix of 128×128, and a slice thickness of 2mm to produce 2×2×2mm^3^ isotropic voxels.

MRI preprocessing and quality control {#S12}
-------------------------------------

### Structural gray-matter {#S13}

Structural T1-image segmentation and regional parcellation were conducted using FreeSurfer^[@R39],\ [@R40]^ following the nomenclature described in Destrieux et al.^[@R41]^ This parcellation results in 165 regions, 74 bilateral cortical structures, 7 subcortical structures, the midbrain, and the cerebellum.

### Anatomical connectivity (DTI) {#S14}

Diffusion weighted images (DWI) were corrected for motion and used to compute diffusion tensors that were rotationally re-oriented at each voxel. The diffusion tensor images were realigned based on trilinear interpolation of log-transformed tensors and resampled to an isotropic voxel resolution (2×2×2mm^3^). White matter connectivity for each subject was estimated between the 165 brain regions using DTI fiber tractography, performed via the Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking (FACT) algorithm using TrackVis (<http://trackvis.org>).

Anatomical MRI network construction {#S15}
-----------------------------------

### Connection Matrix {#S16}

Regional parcellation and tractography results were combined to produce a weighted, unidirected connectivity matrix. The final estimate of white matter connectivity between each of the brain regions was determined based on the number of fiber tracts intersecting each region. Weights of the connections were then expressed as the absolute fiber count divided by the individual volumes of the two interconnected regions.^[@R42],\ [@R43],\ [@R44]^ To determine the influence of this methodological choice in weighting on detecting group differences, we performed sensitivity analyses using alternative weighting schemes. A detailed description and results for this analysis are reported in the [Supplementary Materials](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Regions and Networks of Interest {#S17}

Regions of interest (ROI) were restricted to the core regions of the *reward network* (caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, amygdala, hippocampus, nucleus accumbens (NAcc), medial orbital frontal gyrus \[mOFG\]),^[@R7],\ [@R8],\ [@R14],\ [@R26]^ the *salience network* (anterior insula \[aINS\], anterior mid cingulate cortex \[aMCC\]),^[@R48]^ and the *sensorimotor network* (thalamus, primary somatosensory cortex/S1 \[postcentral gyrus (PosCG), postcentral sulcus (PosCS), central sulcus (CS)\], secondary somatosensory cortex/S2 \[subcentral gyrus and sulcus (SbCGS)\], primary motor cortex/M1 \[precentral gyrus (PreCG), inferior part of the precentral sulcus (InfPreCS), superior part of the precentral sulcus (SupPreCS)\], mid insula (mINS) (superior segment of circular sulcus of the insula \[SupCirINS\]), posterior insula (pINS) \[long insular gyrus and sulcus (LongINSGS), inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (InfCirINS), posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus (PosLS)\]^[@R11],\ [@R12],\ [@R49]^ ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

### Computing Network Metrics {#S18}

The Graph Theory GLM toolbox (GTG) ([www.nitrc.org/projects/metalab_gtg](www.nitrc.org/projects/metalab_gtg)) and in-house matlab scripts were applied to subject-specific anatomical brain networks to compute three local weighted network metrics indexing *centrality*.^[@R34],\ [@R36],\ [@R50]^

### *Measures of centrality* include *strength, betweenness centrality* and *eigenvector centrality* {#S19}

*Strength* represents the number of connections (fiber tracts) a given brain region has, factoring in the "weight" of each connection and reflects a brain region's total level of impact in the network. *Betweenness centrality* describes degree to which a brain region lies on the shortest path between two other regions. Acting as way stations, regions with high betweenness centrality are topologically primed to control communication between other regions. *Eigenvector centrality* reflects how connected a given brain region is to other brain regions with high centrality (greater number of fiber tracts), and is a measure of a region's overall influence on the network.

Data Analyses {#S20}
-------------

An ordinary least squares model was applied to test the differences in centrality of brain ROIs based upon subject groups defined by BMI and sex. Analyses were performed using the GTG toolbox. Five linear contrasts were specified: 1. High BMI vs. Normal BMI, 2. Females with Normal BMI vs. Males with Normal BMI, 3. Females with high BMI vs. Males with High BMI, 4. Females with High BMI vs. Females with Normal BMI, 4. Males with High BMI vs. Males with Normal BMI. The main effect of age was included as a covariate in the model. Significance was determined via Freedman & Lane's non-parametric permutation testing strategy and specifying 10,000 permutations.^[@R51]^ This method provides good control over type I error rates and is robust to the presence of outliers.^[@R51]^ In total, 7 reward, 2 salience, and 6 sensorimotor network regions were tested. Permuted probability values were corrected using an FDR adjusted p value, where a FDR q \<0.05 was considered significant.^[@R52]^ This correction was performed within each contrast, each measure of centrality, by the number of regions in each network (reward, salience, sensorimotor), and by laterality (left vs. right).

Group differences in behavioral measure scores were evaluated by applying linear contrast analyses in a GLM model. To quantify the differences between the various contrasts in the non-imaging data, we calculated Cohen's effect size d, reflecting differences on the scale of standard deviation units and values are interpreted as low (d = .20), moderate (d = .50), and high (d = .80).^[@R53]^

RESULTS {#S21}
=======

Subject Characteristics {#S22}
-----------------------

Subject characteristics are summarized in [Tables 2A](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [2B](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Subjects with a higher BMI (BMI ≥ 25kg/m^2^: mean BMI=29.45, sd=6.65, range=25.00--43.59kg/m^2^) consisted of 37 males (mean=29.51, sd=1.69, range=25.00--40.50kg/m^2^) and 20 females (mean=29.35, sd=4.79, range=25.09--43.59kg/m^2^). Of these subjects, 42 were overweight (BMI=25.00--30.00kg/m^2^; males=29, females=13) and 15 were obese (BMI≥30.00kg/m^2^, males=8, females=7). Subjects with normal BMI (BMI\<25kg/m^2^: mean BMI=22.16, sd=1.69, range=18.19--24.80kg/m^2^) consisted of 24 males (mean BMI=22.44kg/m, sd=1.77, range=18.20--24.20kg/m^2^), and 43 females (mean BMI=22.01kg/m^2^, sd=1.64, range=18.19--24.80kg/m^2^). Females with high BMIs were slightly younger than males with high BMIs, d=−.61.

BMI related Network Metric Differences {#S23}
--------------------------------------

Significant BMI-related group differences are summarized in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

### Reward {#S24}

Individuals with high BMIs compared to individuals with normal BMI had higher measures of centrality of the putamen bilaterally (left: strength: q=.03; right: eigenvector centrality: q=.03).

### Salience {#S25}

Individuals with high BMI showed higher measures of eigenvector centrality than individuals with normal BMI in the right aINS (q=.04).

### Sensorimotor {#S26}

No significant differences were found.

Sex-related differences in normal weight subjects {#S27}
-------------------------------------------------

Significant sex-related differences in normal BMI individuals are summarized in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

### Reward {#S28}

Females with normal BMI compared to males with normal BMI had greater measures of eigenvector centrality in various reward network regions including the bilateral caudate nucleus (left: q=.03; right, q=.04), bilateral amygdala (left: q=.02, right: q=.01), bilateral hippocampus (left: q=.02, right: q=.04) and left nucleus accumbens (q=.03).

### Salience {#S29}

No significant differences.

### Sensorimotor {#S30}

Males with normal BMI compared to females with normal BMI demonstrated greater measures of strength in various sensorimotor regions including the bilateral postcentral gyrus/S1 (left: q==.04, right: q=.04), and the bilateral precentral gyrus/M1 (left: q=.001, right: q=.04).

Sex-related differences in obese subjects {#S31}
-----------------------------------------

Significant sex-related differences in high BMI individuals are summarized in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

### Reward {#S32}

Females with a high BMI compared to males with a high BMI demonstrated higher centrality in various reward regions including the left amygdala (strength: q=.03), right NAcc (strength: q=.03), and bilateral hippocampus (eigenvector centrality: q=.04 \[left\] and q=.01 \[right\]). However, males with a high BMI compared to females with a high BMI demonstrated higher strength of the putamen (left: q=.02; right: q=.02).

### Salience {#S33}

Females with a high BMI had greater values of eigenvector centrality in the aMCC (left: q=.001; right: q=.003) compared to males with high BMI.

### Sensorimotor {#S34}

Males with high BMI had greater values of strength in the right pINS (q=.007) compared to females with high BMI.

Differences in female subjects with high vs. normal BMI {#S35}
-------------------------------------------------------

Significant BMI-related differences in females are summarized in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

### Reward {#S36}

Females with high BMI had greater strength in the left amygdala (q=.03) compared to females with normal BMI.

### Salience {#S37}

No significant differences were observed.

### Sensorimotor {#S38}

Females with high BMI had lower betweenness centrality in the right primary motor cortex/M1 (q=.04) compared to females with normal BMI.

Differences in male subjects with high and normal BMI {#S39}
-----------------------------------------------------

Significant BMI-related differences in males are summarized in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

### Reward {#S40}

Males with high BMI compared to males with normal BMI had greater measures of centrality in various reward network regions including the right putamen (strength: q=.01; eigenvector centrality: q=.02), right hippocampus (strength: q=.03), and right mOFG (betweenness centrality: q=.03).

### Salience {#S41}

No significant differences were observed.

### Sensorimotor {#S42}

Males with high BMI compared to males with normal BMI demonstrated greater measures of eigenvector centrality in various sensorimotor regions including the right secondary somatosensory cortex/S2 (q==.04), right mINS (q=.03), and several subregions of the right pINS including the inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (q=.03), long insular gyrus and sulcus (q=.03), and the posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus (q=.03).

DISCUSSION {#S43}
==========

Our findings demonstrate that high BMI is associated with sex-specific alterations in the connectedness of core regions of the reward, salience and sensorimotor networks. Regions with high centrality promote functional integration by enabling global communication between communities through network hubs.^[@R34],\ [@R35]^ Across males and females, individuals with high BMI compared to those with normal BMI had higher connectedness of the bilateral putamen and the right aINS. Amongst subjects with high BMI, females compared to males showed greater centrality in core regions of the reward and salience networks, while males with high BMI also showed greater centrality in regions of the sensorimotor regions. Our findings are consistent with earlier reports regarding regional brain alterations in reward, salience and sensorimotor networks in obesity, but demonstrate additional sex specific alterations in anatomical centrality of some regions. To our knowledge this is the first study to investigate sex differences of obesity-related alterations in the anatomical architecture of specific brain networks.

Association of high BMI with centrality measures of reward network regions {#S44}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several functional alterations in the reward network have been observed in the context of ingestive behavior and obesity.^[@R7],\ [@R8],\ [@R16]^ Studies involving food images, food ingestion, gustatory or olfactory cues have demonstrated increased activity in the basal ganglia and OFG (reward, motivation), amygdala (emotion), hippocampus (memory), precentral and postcentral gyrus and pINS (sensorimotor), and aINS (awareness, salience assessment).

The similarity of reward network alterations related to food intake with activation patterns observed in patients with drug addiction, has led to the term "food addiction" or hedonic eating,^[@R8],\ [@R14],\ [@R26]^ a behavior which has been implicated in the pathophysiology of some forms of obesity.^[@R7]^ The basal ganglia (putamen, caudate nucleus, globus pallidum, and NAcc) and related corticostriatal pathways play a crucial role in the reward network.^[@R33]^ The basal ganglia receive inputs from several cortical (including sensory, motor), limbic, and midbrain regions, and are involved in a range of learning behaviors based on reward outcomes and anticipation.^[@R31]^ These pathways are also involved in the acquisition and development of reward-based memories and values attributed to food intake.^[@R31]^ Dopamine release in the NAcc can influence motivation towards consumption of food and alterations in dopamine signaling have been implicated in hedonic eating.^[@R8]^ According to the reward-deficiency model, hedonic eating occurs as a result of decreased dopamine receptor availability in the reward and salience regions with increasing BMI.^[@R54],\ [@R55]^

We found higher connectedness in regions of the bilateral putamen in individuals with high compared to those with normal BMI, consistent with the increased functional connectivity and hyperactivity observed within the reward network in several obesity studies.^[@R16]--[@R19],\ [@R29]^ These prior studies have demonstrated a correlation between BMI and *activity* in the putamen,^[@R56]^ greater *connectivity* of the putamen with salience regions,^[@R13]^ and greater *activation* of the putamen after the ingestion of high sugar versus high fat.^[@R49]^ A recent study identified significant BMI-related differences in the structural connectivity of the putamen with other reward regions in explaining the variance attributed to predicting individuals with non-healthy weights.^[@R57]^ The reduced local connectivity of the putamen previously reported in obese individuals,^[@R58]^ differs from our findings, and these differences could be attributed to the fact that in their study participants had BMIs\>30, that sex as a variable was not considered, and due to the smaller sample size.

The dorsal striatum (consisting of the putamen and caudate nucleus) functions as the key input region to the basal ganglia. It receives projections from prefrontal cortical regions and makes projections to the sensorimotor cortex and can influence reward behaviors such as reinforcing the value of food.^[@R8],\ [@R33]^ A study found that white-matter connectivity between the striatum and subcortical regions (hippocampus and amygdala) was negatively correlated with the number of dopamine receptors, and increased desire for seeking novel experiences, as well as increased impulsive and reward-seeking behaviors.^[@R59]^ Reduced dopamine signaling in the striatum is also associated with reinforcing the rewarding properties of food.^[@R55]^ Even though the causality remains to be determined, our findings suggest that anatomical rewiring of regions in the brain's reward network are present in obese individuals, which may play a role in the persistence of hedonic eating behavior. Longitudinal studies will need to determine if high BMI and associated metabolic changes causes a rewiring in brain architecture, or if genetic and environmental factors shape brain networks, which increase the vulnerability to develop maladaptive eating behaviors in obesity.

Association of high BMI with centrality measures of the salience network regions {#S45}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The salience network, with its key regions aINS, aMCC and prefrontal cortex continuously monitors the homeostatic state of the body and adjusts to real or expected perturbations in homeostasis through autonomic nervous system and behavioral responses.^[@R14]^ Functional alterations, including increased connectivity of the salience network^[@R13]^ and increased activation of the aINS by food cues after the ingestion of a sugary drink^[@R19]^ have been observed in obese subjects. Other DTI studies have found reduced white-matter integrity in regions of the salience network.^[@R23],\ [@R60]--[@R62]^ While some studies have reported decreased fiber density in the aINS,^[@R10],\ [@R22],\ [@R62]^ we found increased centrality of the right aINS suggesting greater global communication. Our results suggest that alterations in key brain regions involved with sensory integration, salience attribution, and motivation processes may contribute to increased food intake behaviors in obesity.^[@R24],\ [@R60],\ [@R62]^

The acquisition of reward-based behaviors is mediated by projections from the prefrontal cortex to the striatum,^[@R9],\ [@R33]^ and in obesity disruptions in the modulation of these striatal-prefrontal pathways may be associated with difficulties with decision-making, motivation, and cognitive integration related to food addiction behaviors.^[@R62]^ Lower levels of dopamine signaling, which consists of both a reduction of receptors and a decrease in dopamine release in these regions, are also associated with metabolic activity, suggesting a loss of cognitive control when it comes to eating behaviors in obese individuals.^[@R55]^ When viewed together, one can speculate that the presence of anatomical brain alterations in key regions of the salience network is associated with altered appraisal of food cues and food-related stimuli in obese subjects. The findings of altered salience network architecture suggest that individuals with high BMI process and appraise taste reward differently, and that they have difficulty restraining ingestive hedonic behavior despite awareness of the negative consequences of overconsumption.

Sex-related differences {#S46}
-----------------------

Amongst obese subjects, females showed greater connectedness than males in regions of the reward network (hippocampus, amygdala, NAcc), and salience network (aMCC). In contrast, males with high BMI showed greater centrality in the putamen and in the pINS. These findings in the obese were similar to those seen in normal weight subjects where females also showed greater connectivity in hippocampus, amygdala, NAcc and caudate nucleus, while males had greater connectivity in pre- and postcentral gyrus (S1/M1). Within females, those with high BMI had greater centrality in the left amygdala, but less connectedness in the primary motor cortex. Within males, those with high BMI showed more widespread differences, with greater centrality in putamen, hippocampus, mOFG, secondary somatosensory cortex/S2 and mid and posterior INS.

Our structural findings are consistent with previous results from functional studies which have shown that obese women have increased functional connectivity and activity in key regions of the reward (NAcc amygdala, hippocampus)^[@R4],\ [@R17],\ [@R19],\ [@R49]^ and salience (aMCC)^[@R18],\ [@R19]^ networks. Since these regions modulate feeding behavior through learning and food memories, they impact the desire to eat specific types of food (cravings),^[@R19]^ and damage to these regions can result in hyperphagia in obese women.^[@R19],\ [@R29],\ [@R49]^ Together with the observed increase in global connectedness in regions of the reward and salience networks in females compared to males, our findings are consistent with the hypothesis that women are more prone to weight gain due to greater engagement of these networks, enhanced valence attributed to palatable food cues, and increased susceptibility to cravings associated with the hedonic properties of certain foods such as sugar.^[@R18],\ [@R19],\ [@R29]^

The sensorimotor network receives sensory input from the periphery and plays an important role in body sensation awareness and generation of appropriate motor responses.^[@R10]^ Exposure to energy dense foods results in greater functional activation of sensorimotor and motor regions in obese males.^[@R4],\ [@R29]^ Obese men have demonstrated increased activity in regions involved with interoception, motor execution, and planning.^[@R26]^ The observed increased centrality in sensorimotor regions based on brain structure is consistent with studies that have shown greater neural activity in motor regions (e.g. supplementary motor areas) and greater functional connectivity from the amygdala to sensorimotor regions in obese males.^[@R4],\ [@R29]^ There has also been a link between reduced dopamine receptor availability in striatal regions and metabolism in the sensorimotor regions which process palatability, highlighting a possible mechanism underlying reward associated with food intake. When viewed together, our findings suggest that obese males differ from their female counterparts in the processing and modulation of sensory information, possibly including information arising from afferents innervating the oral cavity, which encode the texture of food.^[@R26],\ [@R63]^

Limitations and Directions for Future Research {#S47}
----------------------------------------------

The cross sectional nature of the study did not enable us to address questions of causality between the observed brain changes and obesity. Future studies are needed to determine if the observed anatomical alterations in brain networks in obesity are a premorbid state, or if they are a consequence of remodeling of the brain secondary to obesity and associated metabolic changes. Even though women were scanned during the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle, we did not measure female sex hormones. While BMI is the most widely used measure of obesity, it is not ideal and future studies need to consider other methods to measure obesity such as waist-hip ratio or visceral adiposity in order to validate the current BMI studies. Future studies with larger samples will also need to address the differences between overweight and obese groups. Associations with eating behaviors, eating preferences, and diet information are required in order to better understand these findings. From a methodological perspective, as more computationally effective and efficient algorithms develop, future studies should use probabilistic tractrography algorithms as a way to model fiber tract information, and investigate measures of centrality using functional connectome information. By using multimodal imaging modalities, such approaches will provide complementary information.

Conclusions and Clinical Implications {#S48}
-------------------------------------

Our results confirm the hypothesis that in both men and women, high BMI is associated with anatomical alterations in several overlapping brain networks, while emphasizing the importance to consider sex-related differences in these alterations. The more prominent alterations in connectedness of regions of the reward network, including the amygdala in women may play a role in the greater prevalence of emotion-related and compulsive behavior related to increased hedonic ingestion. In contrast, the greater connectedness of reward and sensorimotor regions in males points towards a different pattern of brain remodeling. These findings may have implications for more personalized treatments for obesity, taking into consideration the sex of the affected individual.

Supplementary Material {#S49}
======================

###### Supplementary Table 1: Differences in network metrics using alternative weighting methods

[Groups]{.ul}: High BMI (BMI≥25), Normal BMI (BMI\<25)

[Abbreviations]{.ul}: BMI, body mass index.

**KEY**: X denotes significant results of the ordinary least squares analysis model applied to test the differences in centrality in brain ROIs based upon subject groups defines by BMI and sex, and corrected for multiple comparisons (FDR: q-value=.05).

[Reward Network Regions of Interest]{.ul}: caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, nucleus accumbens (NAcc), amygdala, hippocampus, medial orbital frontal gyrus (mOFG) and includes parcellations from the medial orbital gyrus (mOG) and medial orbital sulcus (mOS)

[Salience Network Regions of Interest:]{.ul} anterior insula (aINS) and includes parcellations from the horizontal ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus (ALSHorp), anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (ACirINS), vertical ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus (ALSVerp) and the short insular gyri (ShoInG); anterior mid cingulate cortex (aMCC)

[Sensorimotor Network Regions of Interest:]{.ul} thalamus, primary somatosensory cortex/S1 \[which includes the postcentral gyrus (PosCG), postcentral sulcus (PosCS), and central sulcus (CS)\], secondary somatosensory cortex/S2 \[which includes the subcentral gyrus and sulcus (SbCGS)\], primary motor cortex/M1 \[which includes the precentral gyrus (PreCG), inferior part of the precentral sulcus (InfPreCS), and superior part of the precentral sulcus (SupPreCS)\], mid insula (mINS) (superior segment of circular sulcus of the insula \[SupCirINS\]), posterior insula (pINS) \[which includes the long insular gyrus and sulcus (LoInG_CINS), inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (InfCirINS), and the posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus (PosLS)\]
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![A: BMI-related differences in anatomical network metric measures of centrality\
[Abbreviations]{.ul}: L, left; R, right; aINS, anterior insula (short insular gyri \[ShoInG\])\
Node Strength is represented by both the number of edges emanating from a given node as well as the thickness of the edge (sized by weight).\
Betweenness Centrality and Eigenvector Centrality are depicted by colored nodes with no edges\
Significant differences in measures of centrality depicted as Nodes were colored according to the network they belong to (shown below). Black edges that were common to both groups were colored black and edges that were specific to one group were colored according to the network they belonged to (see below).\
B: Sex-related differences in anatomical measures of centrality in subjects with high BMI\
[Abbreviations]{.ul}: L, left; R, right; AMYG, amygdala; HIPP, hippocampus; NACC, nucleus accumbens; aMCC; anterior mid cingulate cortex; pINS, posterior insula (long insular gyrus and sulcus \[LongINSGS\])\
Node Strength is represented by both the number of edges emanating from a given node as well as the thickness of the edge (sized by weight).\
Betweenness Centrality and Eigenvector Centrality are depicted by colored nodes with no edges\
Significant differences in measures of centrality depicted as Nodes were colored according to the network they belong to (shown below). Black edges that were common to both groups were colored black and edges that were specific to one group were colored according to the network they belonged to (see below).\
C: BMI and sex-related differences in anatomical measures of centrality in female subjects with high BMI compared to female subjects with normal BMI\
[Abbreviations]{.ul}: L, left; R, right; AMYG, amygdala; PMC/M1 primary motor cortex (specifically the inferior part of the precentral sulcus \[InfPreCS\])\
Node Strength is represented by both the number of edges emanating from a given node as well as the thickness of the edge (sized by weight).\
Betweenness Centrality and Eigenvector Centrality are depicted by colored nodes with no edges\
Significant differences in measures of centrality depicted as Nodes were colored according to the network they belong to (shown below). Black edges that were common to both groups were colored black and edges that were specific to one group were colored according to the network they belonged to (see below).\
D: BMI and sex-related differences in anatomical measures of centrality in male subjects with high BMI compared to male subjects with normal BMI\
[Abbreviations]{.ul}: L, left; R, right; HIPP, hippocampus; mOFG, medial orbital frontal gyrus; SSC/S2, secondary somatosensory cortex \[which includes the subcentral gyrus and sulcus \[SbCGS\]); mINS, mid insula (superior segment of circular sulcus of the insula \[SupCirINS\]); pINS, posterior insula (which includes the long insular gyrus and sulcus \[LongINSGS\], inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula \[InfCirINS\], and the posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus \[PosLS\])\
Node Strength is represented by both the number of edges emanating from a given node as well as the thickness of the edge (sized by weight).\
Betweenness Centrality and Eigenvector Centrality are depicted by colored nodes with no edges\
Significant differences in measures of centrality depicted as Nodes were colored according to the network they belong to (shown below). Black edges that were common to both groups were colored black and edges that were specific to one group were colored according to the network they belonged to (see below).\
**Key** ![](nihms858436ig1.jpg) Reward![](nihms858436ig2.jpg) Salience![](nihms858436ig3.jpg) Sensorimotor](nihms858436f2){#F2}

###### 

Regions of Interest

                                                                             Region                                Full Destrieux Name                                                          Destrieux Abbreviation
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
  **Reward Network**                                                                                                                                                                            
  1                                                                          Basal Ganglia                         Caudate Nucleus                                                              CaN
  Putamen                                                                    Pu                                                                                                                 
  Globus Pallidus                                                            Pal                                                                                                                
  Nucleus Accumbens                                                          Nacc                                                                                                               
  2                                                                          Amygdala                              Amygdala                                                                     Amg
  3                                                                          Hippocampus                           Hippocampus                                                                  Hip
  4                                                                          Orbital Frontal Cortex (mOFC)         Medial Orbital Gyrus                                                         OrG
  Medial orbital sulcus (olfactory sulcus)                                   MedOrS                                                                                                             
  **Salience Network**                                                                                                                                                                          
  1                                                                          Anterior Insula (aINS)                Horizontal ramus of theanterior segment of the lateral sulcus (or fissure)   ALSHorp
  Anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula                      ACirINS                                                                                                            
  Vertical ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus(or fissure)   ALSVerp                                                                                                            
  Short insular gyri                                                         ShoInG                                                                                                             
  2                                                                          Middle Anterior Cingulate (aMCC)      Middle-anterior part of the cingulate gyrus and sulcus                       MACgG
  **Sensorimotor Network**                                                                                                                                                                      
  1                                                                          Thalamus                              Thalamus                                                                     Tha
  2                                                                          Primary Somatosensory Cortex (S1)     Postcentral Gyrus                                                            PosCG
  Postcentral Sulcus                                                         PosCS                                                                                                              
  Central Sulcus                                                             CS                                                                                                                 
  3                                                                          Secondary Somatosensory Cortex (S2)   Subcentral gyrus (central operculum) and sulci                               SbCG_S
  4                                                                          Primary Motor Cortex (M1)             Precentral Gyrus                                                             PreCG
  Inferior part of the precentral sulcus                                     InfPreCS                                                                                                           
  Superior part of the precentral sulcus                                     SupPreCS                                                                                                           
  5                                                                          Posterior Insula (pINS)               Long insular gyrus and central sulcus of the insula                          LoInG_CINS
  Inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula                      InfCirINS                                                                                                          
  Posterior ramus (or segment)of the lateral sulcus (or fissure)             PosLS                                                                                                              
  6                                                                          Middle Insula (mINS)                  Superior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula                        SupCirINS

[Reward Network Regions of Interest]{.ul}: caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, nucleus accumbens (NAcc), amygdala, hippocampus, medial orbital frontal gyrus (mOFG) and includes parcellations from the medial orbital gyrus (mOG) and medial orbital sulcus (mOS)

[Salience Network Regions of Interest:]{.ul} anterior insula (aINS) and includes parcellations from the horizontal ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus (ALSHorp), anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (ACirINS), vertical ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus (ALSVerp) and the short insular gyri (ShoInG); anterior mid cingulate cortex (aMCC)

[Sensorimotor Network Regions of Interest:]{.ul} thalamus, primary somatosensory cortex/S1 \[which includes the postcentral gyrus (PosCG), postcentral sulcus (PosCS), and central sulcus (CS)\], secondary somatosensory cortex/S2 \[which includes the subcentral gyrus and sulcus (SbCGS)\], primary motor cortex/M1 \[which includes the precentral gyrus (PreCG), inferior part of the precentral sulcus (InfPreCS), and superior part of the precentral sulcus (SupPreCS)\], mid insula (mINS) (superior segment of circular sulcus of the insula \[SupCirINS\]), posterior insula (pINS) \[which includes the long insular gyrus and sulcus (LongINSGS), inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (InfCirINS), and the posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus (PosLS)\]

###### 

Study Demographics and Clinical Behavioral Measures

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  A: Means and Standard Deviations of Clinical and Behavioral Measurements                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- -------------- ---- --------- -------------- ---- --------- -------------- ---- --------- -------------- ---- -------- -------------- ---- --------- -------------- ---- --------- -------------- -----
  **BMI (kg/m^2^)**                                                          22.44\    18.20--24.20   24   22.01\    18.19--24.80   43   22.16\    18.19--24.80   67   29.51\    25.00--40.50   37   29.35\   25.09--43.59   20   29.45\    25.00--43.59   57   25.51\    18.19--43.59   124
                                                                             (1.77)                        (1.64)                        (1.69)                        (7.53)                        (4.79)                       (6.65)                        (5.92)                   

  **Age (years)**                                                            31.58\    19.00--55.00   24   28.51\    18.00--52.00   43   29.61\    18.00--55.00   67   34.76\    20.00--61.00   37   28.45\   19.99--44.00   20   32.54\    19.99--61.00   57   30.96\    18.00--61.00   124
                                                                             (12.51)                       (10.82)                       (11.46)                       (11.99)                       (7.15)                       (10.91)                       (11.26)                  

  **Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  PHQ Score                                                                  1.23\     0--9           22   2.14\     0--10          42   1.83\     0--10          64   1.42\     0--5           36   2.35\    0--8           17   1.72\     0--8           53   1.78\     0--10          117
                                                                             (2.16)                        (2.24)                        (2.24)                        (1.54)                        (2.03)                       (1.75)                        (2.02)                   

  **Perceived Stress Score (PSS)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  PSS Score                                                                  8.96\     0--20          24   9.88\     0--26          43   9.55\     0--26          67   8.24\     0--24          37   9.10\    0--21          20   8.54\     0--24          57   9.10\     0--26          124
                                                                             (6.73)                        (6.88)                        (6.79)                        (5.77)                        (7.07)                       (6.21)                        (6.52)                   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  B: Differences between Groups on Clinical and Behavioral Measurements                                                                                                   
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ---------- ----- ------ ------ ----- ------
   Age (years)                                                            .56   .48   −.26   4.22   .04   .61    1.19   .28   .27    4.24E-04   .98   .006   1.20   .28   −.26
  **Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)**                                                                                                                                  
    PHQ Score                                                             .26   .61   .06    2.53   .11   −.55   3.03   .09   −.42   .13        .72   −.10   .12    .73   −.11
  **Perceived Stress Score (PSS)**                                                                                                                                        
    PSS Score                                                             .37   .55   .16    .22    .64   −.14   .31    .58   −.14   .19        .66   .12    .17    .68   .12

[Questionnaires]{.ul}: Body Mass Index (BMI), Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ), Perceived Stress Score (PSS)

[Abbreviations]{.ul}: High BMI (BMI≥25kg/m^2^), Normal BMI (BMI\<25kg/m^2^)

Subject Number (N), Standard Deviation (SD), Cohen d effect size

Significant = p\<0.05\*, p\<0.005\*\*

###### 

BMI and sex related differences in anatomical measures of centrality in regions of the reward, salience and sensorimotor networks

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  HIGH BMI vs. NORMAL BMI                                                                                                                                         
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- --------------- ---------------------------
  Left Putamen                                                  Strength                 −2.12         .004          .03            −.01          −.49            High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Normal BMI↓

  Right Putamen                                                 Eigenvector Centrality   −2.81         .003          .02            −.01          −.54            High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Normal BMI↓

  **Salience Network**                                                                                                                                            

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q-value**    **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Right aINS (ShoInG)                                           Eigenvector Centrality   −2.40         .01           .04            −.01          −.44            High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Normal BMI↓

  **Sensorimotor Network**                                                                                                                                        

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  none                                                                                                                                                            

  **FEMALES WITH HIGH BMI vs. MALES WITH HIGH BMI**                                                                                                               

  **Reward Network**                                                                                                                                              

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Left Putamen                                                  Strength                 2.16          .003          .02            .01           .64             Females with High BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI↑

  Right Putamen                                                 Strength                 2.16          .003          .02            .01           .59             Females with High BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI↑

  Left Amygdala                                                 Strength                 −2.02         .004          .03            −.01          −.73            Females with High BMI ↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI ↓

  Left Hippocampus                                              Eigenvector Centrality   −1.98         .004          .04            −.004         −.81            Females with High BMI ↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI ↓

  Right Hippocampus                                             Eigenvector Centrality   −2.38         .002          .01            −.003         −.84            Females with High BMI ↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI ↓

  Right Nucleus Accumbens                                       Strength                 −2.04         .005          .03            −.01          −.57            Females with High BMI ↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI ↓

  **Salience Network**                                                                                                                                            

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Left aMCC                                                     Eigenvector Centrality   −3.85         .0002         .001           −.01          −1.21           Females with High BMI ↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI ↓

  Right aMCC                                                    Eigenvector Centrality   −3.41         .0006         .003           −.02          −1.05           Females with High BMI ↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI ↓

  **Sensorimotor Network**                                                                                                                                        

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q-value**    **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Right pINS (LoInG_CINS)                                       Strength                 3.40          .001          .007           .01           1.00            Females with High BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with High BMI↑

  **FEMALES WITH HIGH BMI vs. FEMALES WITH NORMAL BMI**                                                                                                           

  **Reward Network**                                                                                                                                              

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Left Amygdala                                                 Strength                 −2.15         .004          .03            −.01          −.68            Females with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Females with Normal BMI↓

  **Salience Network**                                                                                                                                            

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  none                                                                                                                                                            

  **Sensorimotor Network**                                                                                                                                        

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Right InfPreCS (Primary Motor Cortex/M1)                      Betweenness Centrality   2.65          .009          .04            149.72        .63             Females with High BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Females with Normal BMI↑

  **MALES WITH HIGH BMI vs. MALES WITH NORMAL BMI**                                                                                                               

  **Reward Network**                                                                                                                                              

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Right Putamen                                                 Strength                 −2.64         .001          .01            −.01          −.82            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right Putamen                                                 Eigenvector Centrality   −3.15         .003          .02            −.01          −.81            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right Hippocampus                                             Strength                 −2.08         .004          .03            −.004         −.61            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right Medial Orbital Sulcus (mOFG)                            Betweenness Centrality   −2.03         .004          .03            −162.39       −.54            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  **Salience Network**                                                                                                                                            

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q-value**    **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  none                                                                                                                                                            

  **Sensorimotor Network**                                                                                                                                        

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Right Subcentral Gyrus (Secondary Somatosensory Cortex/ S2)   Eigenvector Centrality   −2.39         .02           .04            −.007         −.45            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right mINS (SupCirINS)                                        Eigenvector Centrality   −2.44         .01           .03            −.006         −.46            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right pINS (InfCirINS)                                        Eigenvector Centrality   −2.72         .006          .03            −.005         −.56            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Left pINS (LoInG_CINS)                                        Eigenvector Centrality   −2.71         .004          .03            −.006         −.51            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right pINS (PosLS)                                            Eigenvector Centrality   −2.69         .006          .03            −.004         −.53            Males with High BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  **FEMALES WITH NORMAL BMI vs. MALES WITH NORMAL BMI**                                                                                                           

  **Reward Network**                                                                                                                                              

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Left Caudate Nucleus                                          Eigenvector Centrality   −2.55         .01           .03            −.01          −.72            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right Caudate Nucleus                                         Eigenvector Centrality   −2.34         .02           .04            −.01          −.63            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Left Amygdala                                                 Eigenvector Centrality   −2.65         .008          .02            −.01          −.74            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right Amygdala                                                Eigenvector Centrality   −3.18         .002          .01            −.01          −.82            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Left Hippocampus                                              Eigenvector Centrality   −2.66         .008          .02            −.01          −.65            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Right Hippocampus                                             Eigenvector Centrality   −2.54         .01           .04            −.01          −.71            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  Left Nucleus Accumbens                                        Eigenvector Centrality   −2.28         .02           .03            −.01          −.56            Females with Normal BMI↑\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↓

  **Salience Network**                                                                                                                                            

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q -value**   **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  none                                                                                                                                                            

  **Sensorimotor Network**                                                                                                                                        

  **Region of Interest**                                        **Network Metric**       **T-value**   **p-value**   **q-value**    **β value**   **Cohen's d**   **Interpretation**

  Left Postcentral Gyrus (PosCG/S1)                             Strength                 2.66          .009          .04            .02           .74             Females with Normal BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↑

  Right Postcentral Gyrus (PosCG/S1)                            Strength                 2.59          .01           .04            .01           .71             Females with Normal BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↑

  Left Precentral Gyrus (PreCG/M1)                              Strength                 3.64          .001          .001           .02           .98             Females with Normal BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↑

  Right Precentral Gyrus (PreCG/M1)                             Strength                 2.67          .01           .04            .01           .82             Females with Normal BMI↓\
                                                                                                                                                                  Males with Normal BMI↑
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Groups]{.ul}: High BMI (BMI≥25), Normal BMI (BMI\<25)

[Abbreviations]{.ul}: BMI, body mass index

[Reward Network Regions of Interest]{.ul}: caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, nucleus accumbens (NAcc), amygdala, hippocampus, medial orbital frontal gyrus (mOFG) and includes parcellations from the medial orbital gyrus (mOG) and medial orbital sulcus (mOS)

[Salience Network Regions of Interest:]{.ul} anterior insula (aINS) and includes parcellations from the horizontal ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus (ALSHorp), anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (ACirINS), vertical ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus (ALSVerp) and the short insular gyri (ShoInG); anterior mid cingulate cortex (aMCC)

[Sensorimotor Network Regions of Interest:]{.ul} thalamus, primary somatosensory cortex/S1 \[which includes the postcentral gyrus (PosCG), postcentral sulcus (PosCS), and central sulcus (CS)\], secondary somatosensory cortex/S2 \[which includes the subcentral gyrus and sulcus (SbCGS)\], primary motor cortex/M1 \[which includes the precentral gyrus (PreCG), inferior part of the precentral sulcus (InfPreCS), and superior part of the precentral sulcus (SupPreCS)\], mid insula (mINS) (superior segment of circular sulcus of the insula \[SupCirINS\]), posterior insula (pINS) \[which includes the long insular gyrus and sulcus (LoInG_CINS), inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (InfCirINS), and the posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus (PosLS)\]

[Significance]{.ul}: p\<.05; q-value FDR corrected for multiple comparisons q\<.05
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